Farmer

The speed of Lime
People talk about getting an almost
nitrogen like response to lime applications,
and Dave Muggeridge has seen it and
has measured it. “You think of lime as a
product that takes time to improve the soil
and pasture, but what we have seen on
our farm knocks over that theory”.
Dave has been running the McDonalds
Lime Live trials on his Tatanui property
for the last four years. The performance
of limed paddocks has been compared
with unlimed paddocks, and to date
the results strongly validate the
benefits of annual liming. The limed
paddocks have shown greater pasture

production, more clover, fewer weeds,
more earthworms and higher palatability
than the unlimed paddock.
The unlimed paddock’s pH had declined
from 6.4 in 2007 to 5.7 in 2011. All other
fertiliser inputs were kept the same as the
rest of the farm. In August this paddock
had 5t/ha of agricultural lime applied to
one half of it to bring the pH back up to the
original level, giving Dave and McDonald’s
Lime a within paddock comparison.
Dave has been taking plate meter readings
to track pre and post grazing residuals.
“By the third grazing we were seeing

definite preference by the cows to the
limed side” he says. “The plate meter
reading five weeks after application
showed that the limed side of the paddock
grew 11% more, but the most interesting
thing was that when I measured the post
grazing residual, the cows had eaten 27%
more on the limed side. So not only does it
grow more, it clearly tastes better.”
The speed of the change has been
notable. The paddock was soil tested four
weeks after the lime application and the
pH had already risen to 6.2. Soil scientist
Paddy Shannon, who is overseeing
the trials said “The next soil test we

do I think we will see it at 6.4. This is
demonstrating that heavy applications
of lime to correct pH are preferable to
them being spread over time because
the benefit is quite immediate.”
“Dave is producing around 1,100kg
MS/ha with very minimal use of
supplementary feeds” says Paddy.
“And if the performance he achieved on
his previous farm with a good annual
liming programme is anything to go by,
there is more room to improve here as
he continues to increase the quality of
his soil and pastures”.

Paddy Shannon (left) and Dave Muggeridge study pasture differences

Q: Why put on lime?
A: Using lime gets the soil
composition right more worms, more nutrients
available, more growth.*

* Lime has been called ‘the big purifier’ as it has a significant effect
on stimulating the soil cycle. By increasing pH and calcium levels,
it encourages worm and bacteria activity in the soil. Animal dung
and plant litter decompose faster, nutrients are more readily
available to plants, and of course, grazing improves. Get your farm
in top condition from the ground up with McDonald’s Lime.
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Call 0800 AGLIME for a free copy of our
“Facts of Lime” booklet. And you can
check out “Lime Live” where we put lime
to the test by visiting:
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